
, List of works:

On Country Watercolour Animation, 2014
Wendy Cowan and the young artists of Ntaria School
Duration: 48 seconds

Through spectacular moving watercolour paintings, secondary students at Ntaria School 
show what they like to see and do on country. Ntaria is the place where they live and is 
apprapproximately 130 kms west of Alice Springs, Central Australia. Ntaria students painted 
their country with family elders - Lenie and Kevin Namatjira, Ivy Pareroultja, Gloria Pannka, 
Betty Wheeler, Selma Coulthard Nunay, Peter Tjutjatja Taylor.

Panorama, 2014
Gianluca Abbate
Duration: 7 minutes 7 seconds

‘Panorama’ is the first chapter of a trilogy on the city. The video is a review on a polis that 
stretches stretches away over an infinite global space with no more uninhabited places nor frontiers 
where we can take refuge. In this landscape we cannot see any way of readmission for those 
who have once been excluded, and this recalls imaginary worlds in search of a balance.

Two Storms, 2015
Alejandro Borsani
Duration: 6 minutes 5 seconds

In ‘Two Storms’ two sequences are juxtaposed: a worker resting at the shore of a small 
creek and the rapid creek and the rapid atmospheric change of a looming storm. As the worker walks in circles, 
climbs a rock, etc, so do the clouds dance over the mountains. Both actions evolve in parallel 
creating an audiovisual counterpoint, at once interrelated and disconnected.The piece looks to 
explore the encounter of two materialities - a steal colossus and weightless clouds - suggesting 
larger themes critical to our time, such as the ecological concern of climate change and other 
man-made detritus and the geopolitics of the changing landscapes of the rain forest. 

Early Transmissions
9	 A selection of ten video works by emerging artists from Channels international call 
for submissions. 
✔ Screening:   Fed Square Big Screen, Tuesday 22 September, 6 - 8pm
✔	 On Loop:	 	 	 	 	 	 RMIT Design Hub and Speakeasy Cinema, 18-27 September, 9am - 5pm
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